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DESCRIPTION

MOUNTING

OPTICS

Reference code

Project name

Item code

ELECTRICAL / LED DRIVER

 ORDERING CODE

Follow the steps to specify your fixture final code, example: RE61 MB13-803020DL11

PRODUCT CODE LIGHT SOURCE CODE   - CRI CCT BEAM ANGLE DIMMING OPTION FINISH

-

  NOTES:

www.formalighting.com

 - LONDON - MILAN - SHANGHAI - USAHONG KONG 

We reserve the right to change specifications without prior notification.

Date

FINISH CODEDIMMING OPTION CODE

No dimming D0

Laser Dim DL

Dali Dim DA

0 - 10 Dim D1

Phase DP

DMX DX

CASAMBI DC

LIGHT SOURCE AND PERFORMANCE

LIGHT SOURCE:

SDCM:

CCT:

CRI:

SYSTEM POWER:

DELIVERED LUMEN:

IP:

-

M641

Moto Zero 100 Compasso Track Mounted Motorized Luminaire

COB LEDTrack mounted motorized spotlight with motorized versatile aiming angle 
0º-90º vertical tilting and 350º horizontal rotation adjustability, controlled 
via CASAMBI bluetooth technology 
Long life LED light sources provide IR and UV free emission.

Track mounted. 
Track adaptor is the three circuit universal type.

Other Data

LED Lifespan

Reflector. Beam angle: 12° / 24° / 36°.

Input voltage: 220-240V 50/60Hz.  
Driver: included, integral, dimmable by CASAMBI bluetooth technology.

50000 hours, L 70

Black

White

M641 BL22 RG BW 12 DS 10

Designed and manufactured to comply with European standard EN 60598.

RGBW

25W

2000 lm (peak lumen)

IP20

10

11

2Motolux by Froma Lighting - Motorized Architectural Lighting www.formalighting.com

First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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Moto Zero 100 Compasso Track Mounted Motorized Luminaire

COB LEDTrack mounted motorized spotlight with motorized versatile aiming angle 
0º-90º vertical tilting and 350º horizontal rotation adjustability, controlled 
via CASAMBI bluetooth technology 
Long life LED light sources provide IR and UV free emission.

Track mounted. 
Track adaptor is the three circuit universal type.

Other Data

LED Lifespan

Reflector. Beam angle: 12° / 24° / 36°.

Input voltage: 220-240V 50/60Hz.  
Driver: included, integral, dimmable by CASAMBI bluetooth technology.

50000 hours, L 70

Black

White
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Designed and manufactured to comply with European standard EN 60598.

RGBW

25W
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10
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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Reset position of Luminare

Note: Applicable only for slider controlled luminaire (see Slider 
Control Fixtures).

Luminaire First time activation

• Double tap the Luminare Controller > scroll down and tap 
Parameters.

• In Parameters tap Operation Mode > Reset, and wait 
45 seconds, while the light head moves to its initial position.

• Tap Normal and go Back untill you reach the Network screen.

Repeat these steps for each first time activation of a luminaire.

Basic gestures

Here are the basic gestures to control your lights.

• To turn off or on your luminaire just tap on the 
luminaire control.

• Pan luminaire control left or right to adjust 
light level of the luminaire.

• Pan luminaire control up or down to adjust the 
colour temperature of the luminaire.

• Hold on top of the luminaire control to change 
the colour and save colours to palette or to 
open multiple dim sliders.

  of 1 6
Casambi App Short User Guide 

First time use 
Casambi app is easy to use. Follow these simple steps. 

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play 
Store. 

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires. 

3. Open the app. 

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’ 

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one 
network and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab 

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, 
please see the Networks and Sharing section later in this 
document 

Basic gestures 

Here are the basic gestures how to control your lights. 

• To turn off or on your luminaire just 
tap on the luminaire control. 

• Pan luminaire control left or right to 
adjust light level of the luminaire. 

• Pan luminaire control up or down to 
adjust the colour temperature of the 
luminaire. 

• Hold on top of the luminaire control 
to change the colour and save 
colours to palette or to open multiple 
dim sliders. 
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Moto Zero 100 Compasso Track Mounted Motorized Luminaire

COB LEDTrack mounted motorized spotlight with motorized versatile aiming angle 
0º-90º vertical tilting and 350º horizontal rotation adjustability, controlled 
via CASAMBI bluetooth technology 
Long life LED light sources provide IR and UV free emission.

Track mounted. 
Track adaptor is the three circuit universal type.

Other Data

LED Lifespan

Reflector. Beam angle: 12° / 24° / 36°.

Input voltage: 220-240V 50/60Hz.  
Driver: included, integral, dimmable by CASAMBI bluetooth technology.
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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You can control the Dimmer, White intensity, Colour and Colour 
Saturation levels.

Pan controls the horizontal movement of the light head, and Tilt the 
vertical movement of the light head.

Use the buttons to control the movement of the light head, and to 
aim the light head to the desired position.

1. Control of Luminaires

Scenes

Note: Creating a scene with a slider controlled fixture will save 
both the light head position and the Dim/CCT levels.

When a scene is recalled the light head will move to the saved 
position.

Note: Creating a scene with a Button controlled fixture will only 
save the Dim/CCT levels.

Notes:
• Luminaire control (slider\button) is preset and cannot be 

changed by the user

• CCT/Hue/Saturation Control is only available in selected 
models

Slider control
Applicable for items with Driver code 'DS' - scene by Casambi

Button control
Applicable for items with Driver code 'DC' - Casambi
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M641

Moto Zero 100 Compasso Track Mounted Motorized Luminaire

COB LEDTrack mounted motorized spotlight with motorized versatile aiming angle 
0º-90º vertical tilting and 350º horizontal rotation adjustability, controlled 
via CASAMBI bluetooth technology 
Long life LED light sources provide IR and UV free emission.

Track mounted. 
Track adaptor is the three circuit universal type.

Other Data

LED Lifespan

Reflector. Beam angle: 12° / 24° / 36°.

Input voltage: 220-240V 50/60Hz.  
Driver: included, integral, dimmable by CASAMBI bluetooth technology.

50000 hours, L 70

Black

White
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Designed and manufactured to comply with European standard EN 60598.

RGBW

25W
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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2. Scenes

In the ‘Scenes’ tab you can create different lightings for different 
occasions. It is possible to control multiple luminaires with one tap to 
create perfect ambience. One luminaire can be used in several scenes.

1. Tap on ‘Add scene’ and enter a name for the scene. Select the 
‘Add scene’ option

2. Select one or multiple luminaire controls and adjust the luminaires 
for the scene. You can adjust the luminaires separately or if you 
want to have same dim level or colour for all you can use the 
‘Luminaires in scene’ control to adjust all luminaires in the scene.

3. When you are done editing the scene tap on ‘Done’.

4. If you would like to create more scenes tap on the ‘Edit’ on top 
right corner and then tap on the ‘+’ sign.

Scenes
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Long life LED light sources provide IR and UV free emission.

Track mounted. 
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Other Data

LED Lifespan

Reflector. Beam angle: 12° / 24° / 36°.

Input voltage: 220-240V 50/60Hz.  
Driver: included, integral, dimmable by CASAMBI bluetooth technology.

50000 hours, L 70

Black
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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Gallery

The Gallery in Casambi app is the most natural way of controlling your 
luminaires. Take a picture of the room where your luminaires are, and 
place luminaire controls over them in the picture. You can also take a 
panorama picture to have more luminaires in one photo.

1. Add a photo of your room to Casambi Gallery by tapping ‘Edit’ and 
after that the ‘+’ sign.

2. After you have added a photo you can add luminaire controls to 
the picture. Tap on the ‘+’ sign, select a luminaire control that you 
want to add to the picture and tap ‘Done’.

3. After you have added controls over all the luminaires in the picture 
tap ‘Done’.

Now you can control your luminaires visually from the picture. No need 
to guess which luminaire is which.
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Track mounted. 
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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Timers

With Timer function you can create a list of timers that will turn scenes 
or animations on and off based on time.

1. Go to More tab and select Timers. Create a new timer by tapping 
the ‘Add a timer’

2. Tap on the ‘Controlled scenes’ and select a scene or animation 
that this timer will control

3. Tap on the ‘Switches ON’ button to set the time when the scene 
should turn on and tap on the ‘Switches OFF’ button to set the 
time when the scene should turn off.

4. It is also possible to set a fade time for the timer so that the scene 
will come on smoothly.

5. When you are done editing the timer tap on ‘Done’.

Networks and Sharing

If you want to control your luminaires from more than one mobile 
device you need to change the network sharing settings. As a default 
the created network is not shared and only stored in the device that 
created it.

1. Go to ‘More’ tab and select ‘Network setup’ and ‘Sharing settings’.

2. Tap on the Sharing and the ‘Sharing mode’ screen will open.

3. There are four different sharing modes: 

• Not Shared

• Administrator only

• Password protected

• Open

When you select Administrator only, Password protected or Open 
mode the network will be uploaded to cloud server and then it can 
be accessed also from other mobile devices.

4. Add an email address and a password for the network. Email 
address is needed for remote access and password recovery.

5. Confirm your settings with ‘Save’.
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Track mounted. 
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First time use of the Casambi App

1. Download the app from Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2. Turn on your Casambi enabled luminaires.

3. Open the app.

4. Casambi app will automatically find all Casambi enabled 
luminaires that are switched on. 
 
Note: Users provided with Email address and Password by 
Forma lighting, please skip to Log in to Network below.

5. Tap on the ‘Take all luminaires into use’.

6. Casambi app will automatically add all luminaires to one network 
and open the ‘Luminaires’ tab

Tip: If you want to allow other users to use your luminaires, please 
see the Networks and Sharing section later in this document

Log in to Network

To log in to network, you will need to use the Email and password provided to you by Forma Lighting.
Open the Casambi app.

1. Select 'My Networks'               2. Tap 'Log in to Network'    3. Type Email and Password and tap OK.
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 Notes:

*   For complete code ordering information, please see page 79.
**   For other CCT options,  Tuneable White and DimToWarm versions please contact us.
For related accessories see pages 70-75.

MOTOLUX Motorized Remote Controlled Lighting www.formalighting.com

 Notes:

*   For complete code ordering information, please see page 79.
**   For other CCT options,  Tuneable White and DimToWarm versions please contact us.
For related accessories see pages 70-75.

Global presence
Celebrating 50 years of vision, dedication and innovation, Formalighting’s versatile and high-quality product offerings extends 
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